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HE month of September saw a
number of excellent
performances in defeat by some

of Johnston Racing’s leading lights in
high-quality stakes races at home and
abroad.

At Doncaster on September 14 Paul
Dean’s Sir Ron Priestley (pictured) and
Mohamed Obaida’s Nayef Road flew
the stable flag against six classy
opponents in the latest renewal of the St
Leger Stakes, Britain’s oldest Classic,
having been established in 1776.

The pair, both Group 3 winners in
their own right, produced cracking
performances and stayed on strongly in
the closing stages to claim second and
third spots behind the winning
favourite, Logician. The winner set a
new course record, so, in all probability,
the Johnston Racing colts bettered the
times posted by many a Leger winner
over the years!

Later on that afternoon, Sheikh
Hamdan bin Mohammed’s Matterhorn
ran a huge race in the Group 2
Boomerang Stakes, part of the Irish
Champions’ Weekend card at
Leopardstown. The four-year-old
Raven’s Pass colt hit the front entering
the final furlong, but just lost out to the
three-year-old Space Traveller close
home.

The Sunday racing programme saw
two of the yard’s leading juveniles
contest races at the top level on either
side of the Atlantic. The Group 1
National Stakes at the Curragh was lit
up by an impressive performance from
Pinatubo, but Sheikh Hamdan bin
Mohammed’s Pontefract condions
stakes’ winner, the Street Boss colt,
Monoski, ran a terrific race to finish
fourth. As the first three home had all
won Group 2 events last time out, this
was a fine run by an improving colt.

Late on Sunday evening Walk In
Marrakesh, owned by Merriebelle Irish
Farms, contested the Grade 1 Natalma
Stakes over a mile at Woodbine in
Toronto, Canada. Named after the dam
of Northern Dancer, the Natalma Stakes
is part of the Breeders’ Cup Challenge
Series, and is a ‘win and you’re in’
qualifier for the Breeders’ Cup Juvenile
Fillies’ Turf.

Last year’s winning jockey, Jamie
Spencer, took the ride on the Siyouni
filly, who produced a fantastically brave
performance in defeat. Having set the
pace on yielding ground, Walk In
Marrakesh was headed with a furlong
and a half to run. Finding more for
Spencer, she fought back to challenge
Abscond all the way to the line, losing
out only on the nod to the Blame filly.

The margin was a nose.
While it was in many ways a

frustrating weekend for the yard, in that
it was a case of so near and yet so far, it
was nonetheless fantastic to see some of
the yard’s horses perform with such
credit in such prestigious races.

Towards the end of the month, hopes
were high that Sheikh Hamdan bin
Mohammed’s Raffle Prize would land
the yard’s first Group 1 prize of the year
in the Cheveley Park Stakes at
Newmarket on September 28.

The Slade Power filly has won two
Group 2 prizes this summer, in the
Queen Mary and the Duchess of
Cambridge Stakes. She lost nothing in
defeat at Deauville in the Prix Morny in
August, finishing a neck second to
Earthlight. 

Partnered by Frankie Dettori, Raffle
Prize was slowly into her stride but
made ground to such effect that she
took the lead around the halfway mark.
She seemed to have the measure of her
rivals but couldn’t resist the late thrust
of Millisle, who came with a late run
against the stands’ rail to grab the race
in the final 50 yards.

It may be that, all being well, Raffle
Prize will return to Newmarket in the
spring to contest next season’s 1,000
Guineas.

T
Beaten but unbowed


